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Potter/TenSpeed/Harmony, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 208 x 137 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This follow-up to the bestselling The Weekend
Novelist will guide writers of all levels through the next phase in
crafting their novel: the rewrite. You ve finished your first draft
congratulations! Think it s ready for publication? Think again.
The next stage is all about revising and reworking your
manuscript fine-tuning the plot, adding or improving subplots,
and fleshing out characters; in short, addressing important
structural issues that make or break a novel. Robert J. Ray,
who helped thousands of writers get from blank page to first
draft in The Weekend Novelist, now guides the same audience
through a series of seventeen weekend revision exercises
designed to fit into any busy lifestyle, focusing on everything
from rewriting scenes to developing sound flashbacks to
refining characters back stories. Throughout the book, Ray
illustrates his lessons with examples from such great works of
literature as Jane Eyre, Gorky Park, and The Great Gatsby so
that writers may more easily identify how and why a certain
technique or structural element helps or hinders their own
work. Also included are checklists, timed exercises, plot
diagrams, and...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my
dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Elinor e V a nder vor t-- Elinor e V a nder vor t

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e
pdf. I am quickly could get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mr s. Ma r ia m  Ha r tm a nn-- Mr s. Ma r ia m  Ha r tm a nn
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